
Try these other

CleanPlantsHappyPlantsTM Products

 CleanPlantsHappyPlants Awake-N Upstart SBRTM

Seed, Bulb, and Rooting Stimulator
Faster out of the ground. Faster to hardy maturity.

Easier on resources.

It’s the “Wake Up” call your seeds will appreciate.SM

CleanPlantsHappyPlants SOS Soil Optimizing ShampooTM

Soil Conditioner
Unlocks the soil. Unbinds the roots. Unleashes nutirents.

Never grow anywhere without it!SM

CleanPlantsHappyPlants RSVP* Plant Scrub Initializer/BoosterTM

* Resistance, Strength, Vitality, and Productivity

The Quarterly Spa Treatment for Your Plants
“ . . . Because cleaner plants do better in the dirt.”SM

CleanPlantsHappyPlants RSVP* Plant Wash Stabilizer/MaintainerTM

* Resistance, Strength, Vitality, and Productivity

The Tri-Weekly Spa Treatment for Your Plants
“Helps cleaned plants stay clean in the dirt.”SM

When the vision of the lawn in your mind is better

than the view of the grass in your yard, you need

CleanPlantsHappyPlants Lux Law-N Turf ConditionerTM

Makes lackluster lawns get up and “dance”!SM

CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG

Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic DeGreaserTM

“Farmer strong. Farm Friendly.” SM

When “stuff” happens, this is the stuff that makes it go away.SM

CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2

Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic DeGreaserTM

“Battleship strong. Baby bottle safe.”SM

When really tough “stuff” happens,

this is the really tough stuff that makes it go away.SM

CleanPlantsHappyPlants Fresh-N Veggie Bath!TM

Cleans fruits and vegetables down to their goodness.SM

http://www.cleanplantshappyplants.com
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Clean PlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG
2

Commercial/Military Strength Tractor ‘N’ Tool Organic DeGreaserTM

“Battleship strong. Baby bottle safe.”SM

When really tough “stuff” happens,

this is the really tough stuff that makes it go away.SM 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

1. NO CleanPlantsHappyPlantsTM product contains ANY dioxane or

ethylene oxide – both known to cause cancer, mutations, and birth

defects – but are often present in many soaps, cleaners,

degreasers, insecticides, and agricultural products, even among

those claiming to be "green".

2. As with all the other products in the CleanPlantsHappyPlantsTM family,

CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2 Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic

DeGreaserTM is powered by QuantumMaxxTM, a

proprietary Nano Colloidal Solution containing

processed extracts of natural plants such as

Almonds, Coconut, Corn, Grains, Sugar Cane, Tree

Sap, Food Grade Chelation, Scent, Coloring and Bio-

Preferred wetting agents in a colloidal mycelle base.

3. CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2 Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic

DeGreaserTM is a double concentrated heavy duty commercial/military

grade cleaner/degreaser available in concentrated form for
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diluting/premixing as well as "RTU" (Ready To Use) in quarts, gallons, 4

gallon packs, 55 gallon drums, and 250 gallon "totes". It can be spritzed

with a small spray or squirt bottle, or applied with a pressurized garden

sprayer, a garden hose applicator, or a powered pressure sprayer. It can

even be sprayed out of a helicopter.

4. While a 1 quart RTU spray bottle is

very convenient and one of the

recommended ways to dispense the

product, it is not as economical as

buying a higher concentrate and

mixing with chlorine-free water.

Pound for pound, container for

container, shipping weights are the

same whether purchasing a

concentrated or diluted product.

Where one ounce of concentrate can

be mixed on site with equal or higher

amounts of good water, it makes

better sense to buy the concentrate and pay shipping and container costs

once rather than multiple times.

5. USES.

A. As its name would imply, CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2

Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic DeGreaserTM is designed to be used to

clean up virtually any kind of organic mess or spill – including the

super tough commercial/military grade ones. Though certainly not

limited to these, it is especially formulated to deal like a pro with the

likes of lubricating oil, fuel oil, motor oil, grease, fats, wax, and other

petroleum derived consumer products – the really nasty “crud” we all

get into from the field to the tool shed, from the tractor to the tank

tread – most anything with a hydro carbon base. “If a man (or a

woman) can get it dirty, CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2

Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic DeGreaserTM can get it clean.”SM

B. When using CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2 Tractor ‘n’ Tool

Organic DeGreaserTM as a cleaner where it will be mixing with and

dissolving tough stuff you don’t want around, you would be advised to

wear protective eyewear while cleaning, especially if using any kind of

pressurized delivery system where dissolved contaminates may

splatter your face.

C. Likewise, especially where your delivery system can create a mist and

splatter of contaminates, breathing apparatus, at least to filter out the

moisture particles, would be advised.

D. Remember that CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2 Tractor ‘n’

Tool Organic DeGreaserTM is a soap. It is unique, incredible,

amazing, effective, 100% botanical, 100% carcinogen, mutagen,

cytogen, and toxin free, and almost “miraculous”. You can use it on

most places where you would have used nasty solvents and chemical

cleaners in the past.  It’s not made for sissies, but your little sister

could safely use it. But it is a soap. Use good judgment, and don’t put

or use CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2 Tractor ‘n’ Tool

Organic DeGreaserTM in or on any part of your body (or anywhere

else, for that matter) or in any way you would not normally put any

other soap or soap product.

6. Preparation for use in a powered sprayer with its own external

source of water for mixing “on the fly”. 

A. Determine if product code ends in “ . . . PSC” which indicates

“Pressure Sprayer Concentrate”.

B. Fill powered sprayer reservoir with full strength PRESSURE SPRAYER

CONCENTRATE of CleanPlants-HappyPlants T-N-T ODG Tractor ‘n’

Tool Organic DeGreaser2TM.  

C. Set dilution/delivery dial to ONE (1) OR MORE OUNCES per ONE (1)

GALLON of water. Working in concert with the force of a powered

sprayer, a small amount of  CleanPlants-HappyPlants T-N-T ODG2

Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic DeGreaserTM concentrate released into the

water stream provides heavy duty cleaning power. 

D. Heavily soiled areas may require heavier concentrations out of the

nozzle. Experiment to establish proper setting for your sprayer and

the job you are trying to do.

E. Any soiled area requiring pretreatment should be saturated with an

RTU solution and allowed to sit for several minutes to allow product

to penetrate and break up the offending contaminate.

F. For maximum efficiency, WARM or HOT chlorine-free water aids the

speed at which product works.
 
7. Getting product to a Ready to Use (“RTU”) dilution for

disbursement from any other type of sprayer or delivery device

than a powered sprayer.

A. Check product code. Look for the last 3 numbers. The first of the last

three digits will be a 1. The second will be a 2. The third will be either

3, 5, or 7. The last digit is the number of parts of WATER required for

each one (1) part of product. “ . . . 125" means one (1) part product

to (2)  (5) parts water”, etc. A quart of “ . . . 125" will make a gallon

and a half (total of six quarts) of RTU. A gallon of “ . . . 125" will make

six gallons total of RTU.

B. Choose a container based upon the TOTAL amount you are pre-

mixing.

C. If product is to be used immediately, warm to hot water works better



than cold water where available.

D. ALWAYS FILL CONTAINER WITH WATER FIRST before adding

CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2 Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic

DeGreaserTM. Product is a heavily concentrated soap. Placing it into

container before adding water of virtually any amount may cause loss

of product due to foaming and overspilling. While such foam and

spillage are utterly harmless to people and animals, it makes it

difficult to accurately measure proper dilutions and achieve the

desired concentration of product for application.

E. Carefully fill applicator with the now RTU premixed solution to avoid

over sudsing of product as it is being transferred.

8. Application – 

A. with a Hose Sprayer or Pressure Washer.

(1) Prepare water-fed sprayer as in §6 above.

(2) Thoroughly drench the targeted area from top to bottom, covering

all areas evenly. 

(3) Allow product to sit on target site for several minutes. 

(4) Spray heavily soiled areas again and allow to sit. 

(5) Then spray all areas from top to bottom. Stubborn areas may

need some scrubbing. 

(6) May be rinsed with clean water or left to air dry without rinsing.

B. with a Spray Bottle or Bucket. 

(1) Prepare product as in §7 above or 

a. Fill empty container approx. 3/4's full of chlorine-free water

(less water for tougher cleaning jobs). 

b. Fill rest of the way with concentrated (“ . . . 123") product. 

(3) For light or medium type of dirt, soil, and contaminated surfaces,

spray RTU mixture over entire surface to be cleaned.

(4) Use mop, brush, sponge, rag, or any other appropriate applicator

or cleaning device appropriate for the surface and work into

stained or heavily soiled areas, allowing product to sit for a few

minutes.

(5) For heavier soiling, saturate problem areas with product and allow

RTU solution to sit (dwell) for several minutes before

cleaning/scrubbing. After pre-treating, re-wet surface with product

and proceed as in ¶(4) above. 

(6) Continue cleaning activities. Wipe clean or rinse as situation allows

when satisfied.

(7) If rinsing, follow runoff of rinsed dirt and product with water and

spray or pour enough water to rinse into the ground or away from

area. [See §9B below.]  

C. on Oil or Oil Based Spills or Containment Areas

See Disclaimers and Cautions at §10 below.

(1) CAUTIONS.

a. CONSUMER AND CONSUMER ALONE ASSUMES ALL

RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR DETERMINING

WHETHER THE CONTAMINATE AND THE SPILL IT

REPRESENTS ARE WITHIN ACCEPTABLE SAFETY AND

PRACTICAL PARAMETERS AND THE ABILITIES OF THE

CONSUMER TO ADDRESS THE SPILL DIRECTLY OR

WHETHER PROFESSIONAL HELP SHOULD BE SOUGHT.

b. CONSUMER AT ALL TIMES SHALL HOLD

CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTS.COM AND ANY AND ALL

RELATED PARTIES, AGENTS, AGENCIES, SUPPLIERS,

AND ALL OTHERS WITHOUT EXCEPTION, DIRECTLY AND

INDIRECTLY HARMLESS FOR THE USE OF ANY

CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTSTM PRODUCT ON OR WITH

OR IN ANY WAY MIXED OR MINGLED WITH ANY

PRODUCT OR CONTAMINATE WHICH HAS ANY TYPE OF

WARNING, CAUTION, DANGER, OR ADVERSE CONCERNS

WHETHER ON LABELING, PACKAGING, OR ANY OTHER

FORM OF LITERATURE WITHOUT EXCEPTION. 

c. ALWAYS EXERCISE DUE CAUTION WHEN WORKING

AROUND ANY CONTAMINATE WHICH GIVES OFF

VAPORS OR FUMES FROM ITSELF. 

d. THERE ARE NO KNOWN VAPOR ISSUES WITH PRODUCT,

BUT THE CONTAMINATE SOURCE COULD BE THE CAUSE

OF DANGER OR INJURY. USE PRECAUTIONS

ACCORDINGLY.

e. IT MUST BE ASSUMED THAT ANY FLAMMABILITY

ISSUES WILL PERSIST FOR CONTAMINATE UNTIL WELL

INTO OR THE END OF THE TREATMENT. 

f. USE PROPER VENTILATION AND BREATHING DEVICES

AND PROTECTIVE EYE COVER AND CLOTHING AS

REQUIRED BY THE CONTAMINATE AND ITS



ACCOMPANYING LABELS AND LITERATURE.

g. OBSERVE ALL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS REQUIRED BY

CONTAMINATE LITERATURE.

h. VACATE AREA IMMEDIATELY AND SEEK MEDICAL HELP

FOR ANY SYMPTOMS OF DIZZINESS, LIGHT-

HEADEDNESS, NAUSEA, OR ANY INDICATIONS OF

AFFECTATION.

(2) Applications on Oil or Oil Based Spills or Containment Areas

on firm surfaces such as pavements, floors, walkways,

decks, ground, etc. 

a. Work with RTU dilution whether pre-mixed or from water

powered sprayer mixed “on the fly”.

b. Always point applicator nozzle or application stream toward

the center of the spill area.

c. If spraying, use gentle pressure at first to avoid disturbing

and spreading spill area.

d. Start by spraying or pouring product completely around

outermost perimeter of spill area to begin to create a

containment area.

e. Spray around perimeter again and then begin to spray or pour

product in tightening spirals around containment area toward

center, overlapping applications as you go, “shepherding” the

spill towards the middle.

f. Let product sit (dwell) over contamination to give it time to

react to contaminate (five to fifteen minutes, depending upon

severity of the spill or the concentration of the contaminate).

g. Repeat steps (3) through (5). If using a powered sprayer,

slightly increase pressure before each round.

h. Repeat steps (3) through (5) as many times as necessary

until it becomes evident that the contaminate is breaking up

and becoming fairly water-borne.

i. Continue cleaning actions as you would any other type of stain

or mess.

j. Leftover runoff from cleaned spill can be safely rinsed into the

ground by following runoff of rinsed contaminate and product

with water and spray or pour enough water to rinse into the

ground and flush away from area. (See §9B below).

(3) Applications on Oil or Oil Based Spills or Containment Areas

on water.

a. Exercise care not to disturb water’s surface, as wave or wake

action will spread the spill before it can be broken up by

product application.

b. Depending upon size and severity of spill, concentration can

be full strength from ORIGINAL container or down to RTU

dilution, whether pre-mixed or from water powered sprayer

mixed “on the fly”.  PRODUCT WILL NOT HARM WATER OR

LIFEFORMS IN THE WATER. ANY ORGANIC

(HYDROCARBON BASED) CONTAMINATE WILL ALSO BE

RENDERED HARMLESS ONCE COMPLETELY TREATED.

c. Always point applicator nozzle or application stream toward

the center of the spill area.

d. Using strongest concentration available, start by spraying or

pouring product completely around outermost perimeter of

spill area to begin to create a containment area.

e. Unless spill is fairly widespread and needing immediate

pushing to the center to contain it, use gentle spraying

pressure at first to avoid disturbing and spreading spill area.

f. Spray around perimeter again and then begin to spray or pour

product in tightening spirals around containment area toward

center, overlapping applications as you go, “shepherding” the

spill towards the middle..

g. Let product sit (dwell) over contamination to give it time to

react to contaminate (five to fifteen minutes, depending upon

severity of the spill or the concentration of the contaminate).

(10) If using a powered sprayer, slightly increase pressure before

each round and repeat steps (8) and (9) as many times as

necessary until the contaminate has broken up and become

water-borne. 

(11) The reaction of the product with the contaminate is to

“emulsify” it, causing it to be broken into extremely minute

particles and surrounded or imprisoned in a water “cell” where

it can never again reconnect with other oil-based particles.

Once emulsification has been achieved, naturally occurring

bacteria (not enzymes) can attack and eat the residual oil

particle and digest it out of harm’s way.

(12) A light overspray of entire area toward the end of the cleanup

can help insure that any leftover residues of the

contamination are being dissolved and disbursed.



9. General guidelines.

A. CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG2 Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic

DeGreaserTM can be safely used on any washable surface such as

tractors, tools, trailers, equipment, farm implements, engines, engine

parts, cooking grills, ovens, stoves, machinery, boats, vehicles, wheels,

metal, rubber, plastic, driveways, pavers, asphalt, concrete, masonry,

stucco, wood*, painted surfaces, skin, hands, arms, legs, bodies, hair,

animals, animal coats and hides, even leather**. DO NOT use on HOT

surfaces where addition of moisture could cause scalding steam or

cause metal to crack. 

*Caution should be exercised when using on fine wood finishes or any

other type of surface susceptible to water. 

**If cleansing cured leather, be careful to reapply appropriate leather

conditioner after cleaning, as product will dissolve, encapsulate, and

wash away any oil or oil-based conditioner.

B. RINSED PRODUCT, EVEN WITH HEAVY ORGANIC CONTAMINATION

(such as grease, oil, etc.), WILL NOT HURT SOIL, GROUND WATER, OR

OTHER SURFACES (such as concrete), as the product emulsifies

contaminates (breaks petroleum or other oil-based contaminates into

tiny particles and encapsulates them in a tiny “prison” of water)

rendering the offending contaminates harmless. Once rinsed away or

into the ground, naturally occurring bacteria in the ground will feed on

the tiny oil particles and digest them. Product itself will quickly

biodegrade at a rate of about 80% within less than a month.

C. Works best with chlorine-free water, especially if premixing and letting

stand for several days.

D. While safe for external exposure to people and animals, it is NOT

intended for plant exposure at the UNDILUTED concentration. Too

heavy a concentration of product will allow the powerful cleansing

agents to break down the waxy surfaces of the plant which were

designed for its protection. This is never a problem when used as

directed.

E. Slippery when spilled. Product is a soap. In event of eye contact, rinse

eyes thoroughly. Chemically sensitive consumers should test before

using.

10. Disclaimers and Cautions.

The below disclaimers and cautions represent a binding acknowledgment

and agreement between the supplier, CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTS.COM, et

al, and the consumer, which is you, the reader, and anybody else using or

coming into contact with the CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTSTM product or

products howsoever acquired and/or used and/or exposed.

A. Consumer and CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTS.COM, et al, acknowledge

and agree that no manufacturer, dealer, distributor, affiliate, sales

agent, supplier, or any such like,  regardless of relationship, affiliation,

standing, or capacity,  can control the use, misuse, or abuse of any

product by any supplier or manufacturer at any time.

B. Consumer and CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTS.COM, et al, acknowledge

and agree that no manufacturer, dealer, distributor, affiliate, sales

agent, supplier, or any such like,  regardless of relationship, affiliation,

standing, or capacity,  can guarantee or control the good sense, sound

judgment, and/or level of competence or expertise of any consumer

at any time. 

C. Consumer and CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTS.COM, et al, acknowledge

and agree that no CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTSTM product, whether

under that or any other name, brand, or label, is authorized to at any

time be mixed with any other ingredient, solution, or product of any

kind, type, brand, or chemical composition without exception unless

specifically authorized in advance in writing.

D. The formulation behind CleanPlantsHappyPlants T-N-T ODG

Tractor ‘n’ Tool Organic DeGreaserTM has a history of effectiveness

when used on a wide variety of grease, oil, and typical petroleum-

based solutions. However, without specific prior knowledge and claim,

no claim as to the specific effectiveness against a particular product,

ingredient, or formulation can be or is herein or elsewhere made.

E. Use of ANY CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTSTM product on any type

of contaminate spill or containment area shall at all times

constitute valid and legal evidence that consumer has read and

understood the cautions listed herein and consumer alone agrees to

accept full responsibility for any and all risks, actions, and/or outcome

WITHOUT EXCEPTION from dealing with any contaminate or any other

product or products than that or those obtained directly or indirectly

from or through CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTS.COM. Additionally,

consumer agrees and shall at any and all times hold harmless

CLEANPLANTSHAPPYPLANTS.COM, the products themselves, their

formulas, and any and all other parties, personnel, agents, agencies,

suppliers, dealers, distributors, affiliates, and any and all such like or

others regardless of relationship, affiliation, standing, or capacity,

without exception, for any and all liability and/or damages of any type,

sort, amount, or cause.
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